1. Let/G2.( -7r, 7r) and be defined outside this range by periodicity with a period 27r. Let the Fourier series associated with the function fix) he oo oo (1.1) |a0 + zZ ian cos nx + bn sin nx) = %A0 + X A"ix).
n-l 1
We write 0(0 =*{/(* + t) +/(*-0 -2»}.
Definition.
A series JZ" Mr> with partial sums s" is said to be strongly summable (X) with index g (>0) or summable [L, q] to the sum 5, provided that !*»-*l« /. 1 )
Putting g=l, we get an analogue for strong summability of (Z,) summability [l] method.
2. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem. IffEL2, and for a fixed 5, as t->0 
Hence by Schwarz's inequality we have Since the integrand in (3.3.3) is symmetrical in t and u, the contribution of that portion of the domain of integration for which t<u should be equal to the contribution of that portion for which t>u.
Hence (3.3.3) is equal to r'jjML,.r'JM^f <±-u J l-x U J u t \\t -U\/
